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In strife times, the divine will made enlighten the womb of Wowman with the pregnant
imagination of an occult blood. The conscious Self who is the source of truth and the meaning of
life.
Word for word of her life were vanished into the ill-disposed crowd, and recently my mouth’s
people held her in high repute.
The inquisitive minds were pictured her power of lightness over the naked pyramidal body of
time, where many unmentionable secrets born and died synchronically.
In past, true Self was shining from her secret codes, especially during times of Ignorance.
Through different periods of absolute wandering history, sticking on the religious beliefs of the
time, occult blood began flowing in the river of wisdom where branched off in three directions:
Will, Faith, and Light.
The penalty for disclosure of codes in the ear to the group was certain death. The mystery
language of any feminine blood during those unrest times was possible only through the serving
masculine blood with pleasure.
The divinity of prophet and superstitions about impure nature of female were projected by the
tradition in order to control masses. The tradition regulated or denied any information that would
awaken the feminine gender. There are no definite proof concerning when the Self was raised,
only speculation.
The Self became unsought and far land of art, putting into archaic words form the meanings of
life as it was lived by grandmother, mother, sister, and daughter. The fourteen years old occult
blood has been claimed her identity as the time Self was first unveiled.
It has been stated that the Self was derived from unique interaction of conflicting psychological
forces that operate at three different stages of life: The Silence, Escape, and Triumph.
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